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KlikAanKlikUit is a Dutch company that was founded in 1995 with its main objective 
to maximize home comfort.

This formula was an instant success and KlikAanKlikUit quickly became a market- 
leader in affordable domotics in the Netherlands. In 2006 KlikAanKlikUit merged 
with Trust International which accelerated the development and growth of the 
company very rapidly. Together these 2 companies developed a winning concept 
with the following pillars:

• Affordable
• Easy to comprehend and install
• Fitted to someone’s specific situation by offering a broad assortment        

of possibilities

Even the demanding installation market very often uses KlikAanKlikUit, 
since professional installers indicate the products are smart and of good quality.

In the Netherlands KlikAanKlikUit is currently being sold at:
-  Every DIY-store (for example, Gamma, Karwei, Praxis, Hornbach, Bauhaus, Hubo, 

Multimate, Formido, etc.)
-  Nearly every electrical wholesaler in the Netherlands                                            

(With partners such as Sonepar, Rexel, Solar, YESSS, Fegime)

To introduce this concept throughout the world, Trust International 
and KlikAanKlikUit introduced the concept under the Trust Smart Home brand 
in 2015.

Based on our in-house development, over 20 years of experience, dedicated sales 
team and product assortment we are your trusted home automation partner of 
today and tomorrow.

1983

1995

2006 2015

HISTORY
EXPERIENCE COMES WITH AGE
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To also show this in stores, we have created a packaging style that easily explains 
our concept and possible product combinations.

Together with clear POS materials we are able to create an optimized store 
presentation based on your specific dimensions.

Last, by offering sales training to store personnel, your employees can fully focus 
on (up)selling our assortment. To increase upsell even more we add a product 
overview in every package to inform the consumer how they can further improve 
their home comfort and thus will go back to your store for additional products.

SALES SUPPORT
CUSTOMER-ORIENTED
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The concept consists of transmitters and receivers to control lights and devices 
wirelessly. First of all, consumers need to know what they want to control. They can 
select the desired receiver based on that decision. The third and final step is to choose  
a transmitter to control the selected receiver. To highlight this 3-step process, we have 
created special communication related to our packaging:

The green color is used for a transmitter, blue for a receiver and the orange color 
is used for a set (which is a combination of a transmitter and one or more receivers). 
The whole concept consists of this color system. 

On the left side of the package, you can find a blue, green or orange box. 
This is an explaination of the possible combinations with the product.  
The blue, green or orange color links to the receivers (blue), transmitters (green) 
or sets (orange). 

The Trust Smart Home alert products all come in a solid red package. You can buy 
the whole set and expand from there or pick just one sensor and the sirene.
Combined with the Octopus Control Station you can use your smartphone to keep 
an eye on your home wherever you are.

PACKAGE CONCEPT
CREATE YOUR OWN WIRELESS SYSTEM

      Choose 1 
or more

 transmitter(s)

Create your 
own wireless

system!
+ =

Choose 1 
or more

receiver(s)
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Hang

Clear product
picture

Possible combinations to 
stimulate repeat purchases

Theft-proof security 
strip in package

Clear information

Blue color to highlight
that this is a receiver

OPTIMAL PACKAGING
CONSUMER ORIENTED
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START-LINE
BOX APA3-1500R, AWST-8800

START-LINE
BOX APA3-1500R, AWST-8802

This pack consists of transmitters and 
receivers to switch 3 lights/devices 
with a remote control and a wireless 
wall switch. 

Home automation Start Pack

Home automation Start Pack

YOUR LOGO

© 2014 Trust International B.V, P.O. Box 8043, 3301 CA Dordrecht, The Netherlands. All rights reserved. All brands names are 
registered trademarks of their respective owners. Specifications are subject to change without prior notice. Made in China. 

0560
Z487

START-LINE
BOX ACD3-1000R, ICS-1000

START-LINE
BOX ACD3-1000R, ICS-1000

Este pack contiene transmisores y 
receptores para encender 3 luces o 
dispositivos mediante control remoto 
o a través de su teléfono o tableta.

Kit avanzado de automatización doméstica

AQUÍ SU LOGO

Home automation Start Pack Pro
© 2014 Trust International B.V, P.O. Box 8043, 3301 CA Dordrecht, The Netherlands. All rights reserved. All brands names are 
registered trademarks of their respective owners. Specifications are subject to change without prior notice. Made in China. 

0560
Z487

Item 00000

START-LINE
BOX APA3-1500R, AWST-8802, AFR-060

START-LINE
BOX APA3-1500R, AWST-8802, AFR-060

© 2014 Trust International B.V, P.O. Box 8043, 3301 CA Dordrecht, The Netherlands. All rights reserved. All brands names are 
registered trademarks of their respective owners. Specifications are subject to change without prior notice. Made in China. 

0560
Z487

COMFORT PACK
WIRELESS 
SWITCHING
This pack consists of transmitters 
and receivers to switch 4 lights with 
a remote control and a wireless wall 
switch. 

Item 00000

START-LINE
BOX AWST-8802 2x, ACD-1000 2x, AWMR-230

START-LINE
BOX AWST-8802 2x, ACD-1000 2x, AWMR-230

© 2014 Trust International B.V, P.O. Box 8043, 3301 CA Dordrecht, The Netherlands. All rights reserved. All brands names are 
registered trademarks of their respective owners. Specifications are subject to change without prior notice. Made in China. 

0560
Z487

BEDROOM PACK 
WIRELESS 
SWITCHING
This pack consists of transmitters and 
receivers to switch 3 lights with two 
wireless wall switches, two mains 
socket switches and a mini build-in 
switch, for indoor use. 

Item 00000

START-LINE
BOX AWST-8802, AWST-6000, AWMR-230, ACM-1000

START-LINE
BOX AWST-8802, AWST-6000, AWMR-230, ACM-1000

© 2014 Trust International B.V, P.O. Box 8043, 3301 CA Dordrecht, The Netherlands. All rights reserved. All brands names are 
registered trademarks of their respective owners. Specifications are subject to change without prior notice. Made in China. 

0560
Z487

BATHROOM PACK 
WIRELESS 
SWITCHING
This pack consists of transmitters 
and receivers to switch 2 lights with 
a wireless wall switch and a wireless 
indoor motion sensor.

TAILOR MADE PACKAGES
FITS PERFECTLY
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COMPLETE SYSTEM
CREATE YOUR OWN SMART HOME

Lights

DevicesSunscreen

Remote

Wall
switch

Control
with app

Security

Camera
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TRANSMITTERS
ALWAYS IN CONTROL

For wireless control, you 

need at least one transmitter 

and one receiver. Transmitters 

are recognized by their green 

package. 
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KEYCHAIN REMOTE CONTROL
TRANSMITTER AKCT-510 

 71076 
Keychain remote control for wireless control of one  
or more lights/devices
-  Control one or more lights/devices with one button
- Long battery life (battery included)
- Transmission range up to 30 meters

REMOTE CONTROL
TRANSMITTER AYCT-102 

 71001 
Remote control for wireless control of one or multiple  
lights/devices
-  Control up to 16 lights/devices independently
-  Control multiple lights/devices with one button
- Long battery life (battery included)
- Transmission range up to 30 meters

TIMER REMOTE CONTROL
TRANSMITTER ATMT-502 

 71090 
Timer remote control to control lights/devices both manually 
and automatically
-  Control up to 16 lights/devices independently
-  Create up to 12 timers to switch lights/devices automatically
-  Set up a random timer to switch lights/devices randomly 

between specified times to pretend you are home
-  Control multiple lights/devices with one button
- Long battery life (battery included)

MAGNET CONTACT
TRANSMITTER AMST-606 

 71018
Wireless contact sensor to automically switch lights and devices 
when a door or window is opened/closed
-  Can easily be placed anywhere indoor with included double 

sided tape and/or screws
- Long battery life (battery included)
- Transmission range up to 30 meters
-  Saves energy: lights/devices are switched off automatically after 

2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 15 or 20 minutes
-  Can be combined with a wireless doorbell so you can hear 

when a door/window is opened

OUTDOOR WALL SWITCH
TRANSMITTER AGST-8800 

 71151
Wireless outdoor wall switch to wirelessly control your lights/
devices
- Can easily be placed anywhere outdoor with included screws
- Rugged, waterproof design. (IP44)
- Long battery life (battery included)
- Transmission range up to 30 meters

SINGLE WALL SWITCH
TRANSMITTER AWST-8800 

 71075 
Wireless single wall switch for wireless control of one  
or multiple lights/devices
-  Can easily be placed anywhere indoor with included double 

sided tape and/or screws
-  Saves energy: lights/devices can be switched off automatically 

after 5 or 30 seconds, 2, 10 or 30 minutes or 1 or 3 hours
- Long battery life (battery included)
- Transmission range up to 30 meters

REMOTE CONTROL
TRANSMITTER AYCT-202 

 71164 
Wall-mount remote control for wireless control of one or 
multiple lights/devices
- Control up to 4 lights/devices independently, or as a group
- Control multiple channels with the group channel
- Convenient dimming with dim up/down buttons
-  Magnetic wall mount to hold the remote for easy mounting          

to a surface 
- Transmission range up to 30 meters

DOUBLE OUTDOOR WALL SWITCH
TRANSMITTER AGST-8802 

 71152 
Double wireless outdoor wall switch to wirelessly control two or 
more lights/devices
- Can easily be placed anywhere outdoor with included screws
- Rugged, waterproof design. (IP44)
- Long battery life (battery included)
- Transmission range up to 30 meters

DOUBLE WALL SWITCH
TRANSMITTER AWST-8802 

 71012 
Wireless double wall switch for wireless control of one or 
multiple lights/devices
-  Can easily be placed anywhere indoor with included double 

sided tape and/or screws
- Long life battery (battery included)
- Transmission range up to 30 meters
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TRANSMITTERS
KEEP MOVING

WIRELESS MOTION SENSOR
TRANSMITTER AWST-6000 

 71013 
Wireless indoor motion sensor to automatically switch lights/
devices on/off
-  Can easily be placed anywhere indoor with included double 

sided tape and/or screws
- Long life battery (battery not included)
- Transmission range up to 30 meters
-  Saves energy: lights/devices are switched off automatically after 

5 seconds or 1, 5 or 10 minutes
-  Can be combined with a wireless doorbell so you can hear 

when motion is detected

WIRELESS MOTION SENSOR
TRANSMITTER APIR-2150 

 71091 
Wireless outdoor motion sensor to automatically switch lights/
devices when motion is detected
-  Can easily be placed anywhere outdoor with included double 

sided tape and/or screws
- Long battery life (battery not included)
- Transmission range up to 30 meters
-  Saves energy, since lights/devices are switched off  

automatically after 5 seconds or 1, 5 or 10 minutes
- IP44 waterproof

WIRELESS SIGNAL REPEATER
TRANSMITTER AEX-701 

 71029 
Extends transmitter’s wireless transmission range  
up to 30 meters
-  Can be placed anywhere indoor and outdoor
-  Can extend the range of up to 6 transmission codes
- Long battery life (battery not included)

MINI BUILD-IN TRANSMITTER
TRANSMITTER AWMT-230 

 71048 
Mini build-in transmitter allowing you to wirelessly switch 
additional lights/devices when the existing wall switch is used
-  Can easily be installed behind an existing single/double wall 

switch
-  Switches additional lights along with the original lights
- Long battery life (battery included)

- Transmission range up to 30 meters

MINI BUILD-IN TRANSMITTER
TRANSMITTER AWMT-003 

 71079 
Mini build-in transmitter allowing 
you to wirelessly switch lights/devices with your desired designer 
wall switch
-  Can easily be installed behind an existing single/double  

light switch
-  Allows you to use your own design wall switch
- Long battery life (battery included)
- Transmission range up to 30 meters

DUSK/DAWN SENSOR
TRANSMITTER ABST-604 

 71034 
Wireless dusk/dawn sensor to automatically switch  
lights/ devices when sun sets or rises
-  Can be placed anywhere indoor and outdoor
-  Lights and devices can be switched off automatically  

after 2 to 8 hours or when it gets light again
- Long battery life (battery not included)
- Transmission range up to 30 meters
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KEEP MOVING

Lights switches automatically on 
when walking the stairs

Place it easily anywhere 
indoor



TABLET/SMARTPHONE CONTROL

14

PHONE/ TABLET CONTROL
ALL IN THE PALM OF YOUR HAND
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OCTOPUS CONTROL STATION
ICS-2000

 71110
The ideal solution to wirelessly control and monitor your 
home for ultimate comfort and security
- Control up to 256 lights & devices with your smartphone/tablet
-  Monitor your home with sensors and get push alert 

notifications on your smartphone/tablet
-  Monitor your energy usage in real-time using the included P1 cable
-  Program timers for devices/scenes (including sunrise/sunset 

recognition)
-  Set up different scenarios and timers to automate your lights, 

screens, etc. by using the intuitive rules editor
-  Free app available for iPad, iPhone and Android tablet  

and smartphone
- Every family member can connect their mobile device
- Safe encrypted communication using AES-128 and SSL
-  Multi-platform: future proof design by supporting multiple 

technologies*

*Visit www.trust.com

Use the Trust SmartHome app on your 
smartphone or tablet to wirelessly control 
and monitor your home for ultimate 
comfort and security

SMART LIGHT CONTROL
Control up to 256 lights & 
devices with your smartphone/
tablet

SECURE COMMUNICATION
Safe encrypted communication using 
AES-128 and SSL

HOME MONITORING
Monitor your home with sensors  
and get push alert notifications 
on your smartphone/tablet

PROGRAM TIMERS
Program timers for devices/
scenes (including sunrise/sunset 
recognition)

AUTOMATE 
SCENARIOS
Automate your lights, screens, etc.  
by using the intuitive rules editor  
(IFTTT editor)

COMPATIBLE
Compatible with all iOS 6+ / 
Android 2.3+, smartphones/
tablets

TABLET/SMARTPHONE CONTROL
FULL CONNECTIVITY
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RECEIVERS
FOLLOWING YOUR INSTRUCTIONS

For wireless control,  

you need at least one 

transmitter and one receiver. 

Receivers are recognized by  

their blue package. 

16
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INDOOR SOCKET SWITCH
RECEIVER AC-1000 

 71002 
Indoor mains socket switch for wireless switching of lights/
devices (max. 1000 Watt)
-  Can be placed in any indoor socket 
-  Works with all lights/devices up to 1000 Watt

-  Child protection

INDOOR SOCKET SWITCH
RECEIVER AC-3500 

 71008 
Indoor mains socket switch for wireless switching of lights/
devices (max. 3500 Watt)
-  Can be placed in any indoor socket 
-  Works with all lights/devices up to 3500 Watt

-  Child protection

INDOOR SOCKET DIMMER
RECEIVER AC-200 

 71092 
Indoor mains socket dimmer for wireless dimming of all kinds of 
dimmable lights (max. 200 Watt) and dimmable ESL/LED (max. 
24 Watt)
- Can be placed in any indoor socket
-    Suitable for dimming all kinds of dimmable lights 
  (max. 200 Watt) and dimmable ESL/LED (max. 24 Watt)
- Child protection

INDOOR SOCKET DIMMER
RECEIVER AC-300 

 71005 
Indoor mains socket dimmer for wireless dimming of 
incandescent and halogen lights (max. 300 Watt) 
-  Can be placed in any indoor socket 
-  Works with incandescent and halogen lights up to 300 Watt
-  Child protection

OUTDOOR SOCKET SWITCH
RECEIVER AGDR-3500 

 71039 
Outdoor mains socket switch for wireless switching  
of lights/devices (max. 3500 Watt)
-  Can be placed in any outdoor socket
-  Works with all lights/devices up to 3500 Watt
- IP44 Splash proof
- Child protection

OUTDOOR SOCKET DIMMER
RECEIVER AGDR-200 

 71108 
Outdoor mains socket dimmer for wireless dimming  
of all dimmable lights (max. 200 Watt) and dimmable ESL/LED (max. 
24 Watt)
- Can be placed in any outdoor socket
  - Suitable for dimming all kinds of dimmable lights 
  (max. 200 Watt) and dimmable ESL/LED (max. 24 Watt)
- IP44 Splash proof
- Child protection

*All indoor plugs are also available as: 
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BUILD-IN SWITCH
RECEIVER ACM-2300H

 71147 
Build-in switch to control lights/devices wirelessly with a Trust 
Smart Home transmitter, but also possible to control with your 
existing wall switch(es) (max. 2300 Watt)
-  Can be used to control lights/devices connected to an existing 

wall switch(es)
-  Also supports 2 existing wall switches, like at the top/bottom 

of a stairwell
-  Works with all lights/devices up to 2300 Watt

BUILD-IN SWITCH
RECEIVER ACM-3000H2 

 71148 
Built-in switch to control 2 lights/devices wirelessly with a Trust 
Smart Home transmitter, but also possible to control with your 
existing wall switch(es) (max. 3000 Watt)
-  Can be used to control lights/devices connected to an existing 

wall switch(es)
-  Also supports 2 existing wall switches, like at the top/bottom 

of a stairwell
-  Works with all lights/devices up to 3000 Watt

DIMMABLE LED SPOT 
RECEIVER ALED-MR2705 

 71154 
Wireless dimmable LED spot which can be directly controlled 
with any Trust Smart Home transmitter
- Control this LED spot wirelessly with all Trust Smart Home 
wireless wall switches, remote controls, etc.: no additional 
equipment needed
- Save money with this energy efficient spot with an Energy 
rating of A+
- Warm light colour (2700k), suited as accent lighting for exam-
ple, the living room.
- Wide dimming range from 10 to 100%
- Easy to install: place the spot in an existing MR-16 (GU5.3) light 
fixture
- Also possible to control with your tablet and smartphone by 
using a Trust Smart Home control station
- Light intensity of 350 lumen (5 Watt power equals 35 Watt 
traditional spot)
- Cost effective solution: no additional dimmer required

DIMMABLE LED BULB
RECEIVER ALED-2709

 71144 
Wireless dimmable LED Bulb which can be directly controlled 
wirelessly with any Trust Smart Home remote control, wireless 
wall switch, etc.
-  Save money with this energy efficient lamp with energy  

rating of A+
- Warm light colour for a pleasant mood in your home
- Wide dimming range from 10 to 100%
-  Can also be controlled with smartphone/tablet, using any  

Trust Smart Home control station

-  Can easily be placed into any E27 light fixture
*No control station required

DIMMABLE LED SPOT 
RECEIVER ALED-G2706 

  71153

Wireless dimmable LED spot which can be directly controlled 
with any Trust Smart Home transmitter
- Control this LED spot wirelessly with all Trust Smart Home 
wireless wall switches, remote controls, etc.: no additional 
equipment needed
- Save money with this energy efficient spot with an Energy 
rating of A+
- Warm light colour (2700k), suited as accent lighting for exam-
ple, the living room.
- Wide dimming range from 10 to 100%
- Easy to install: place the spot in an existing GU-10 light fixture
- Also possible to control with your tablet and smartphone by 
using a Trust Smart Home control station
- Light intensity of 350 lumen (6 Watt power equals 50 Watt 
traditional spot)
- Cost effective solution: no additional dimmer required

RECEIVERS
NO STRINGS ATTACHED

UNIQUE

CAN BE 

DIRECTLY* 

CONTROLLED 

WIRELESSLY

UNIQUE

CAN BE 

DIRECTLY* 

CONTROLLED 

WIRELESSLY

UNIQUE

CAN BE 

DIRECTLY* 

CONTROLLED 

WIRELESSLY
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BUILD-IN DIMMER
RECEIVER ACM-100

 71082 
Build-in multi dimmer for wireless dimming of all kinds  
of dimmable lights (max. 200 Watt)
-  Can easily be installed in a ceiling, junction box or closet
-  Works with all dimmable lights (max. 200 Watt)
-  IP44 Splash proof junction box available to install this  

product anywhere outdoor

BUILD-IN DIMMER
RECEIVER ACM-300 

 71014
Build-in dimmer for wireless dimming of incandescent  
and halogen lights (max. 300 Watt)
-  Can easily be installed in a ceiling, junction box or closet
-  Works with incandescent and halogen lights up to 300 Watt
-  IP44 Splash proof junction box available to install this product 

anywhere outdoor

3-IN-1 BUILD-IN SWITCH
RECEIVER ACM-3500-3 

 71053 
3-in-1 build-in switch for wireless switching of up to 3 lights/
devices independently (max. 3500 Watt)
-  Allows you to switch up to 3 lights/devices wirelessly
-  Can easily be installed in a closet or junction box
-  IP44 Splash proof junction box available to install this product 

anywhere outdoors

UNIVERSAL SWITCH
RECEIVER AMU-500 

 71109 
Universal wireless switch to control low-voltage motors, 
automated door openers and doorbell installations  
(max. 500 Watt)
-  Potential free switch for up to 300V AC/DC (max. 500 Watt)
-  Can be used to control 230V AC motors and 12–24V DC 

motors for automated door openers and garden fences
-  Automatic shutdown settings: none, 1sec., 10sec. or 2min

RECEIVERS
NO STRINGS ATTACHED

BUILD-IN SWITCH 
RECEIVER ACM-1000 

 71015 
Build-in switch for wireless switching of lights/devices  
(max. 1000 Watt)
-  Can easily be installed in a ceiling, junction box or closet
-  Works with all lights/devices up to 1000 Watt
-  IP44 Splash proof junction box available to install this product 

anywhere outdoor

MINI BUILD-IN SWITCH 
RECEIVER AWS-3500 

 71100 
Mini build-in mains switch to make an existing mains socket 
wireless (max. 3500 Watt)
-  Can easily be installed behind an existing mains socket
-    Works with all lights/devices up to 3500 Watt

NO STRINGS ATTACHED
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MINI 0-10V LED CONTROLLER 
RECEIVER ACM-LV10

 71105 
Mini 0-10V LED controller for wireless dimmming and switching 
of up to 5 dimmable LED drivers (0-10V DC)
-  Control up to 5 LED drivers
- Can be used to dim all kinds of dimmable 0-10V LED lights
-  Can easily be connected to the 0-10V control input of LED 

drivers

MINI 12-24V LED DIMMER
RECEIVER ACM-LV24

 71106 
Mini 12-24V LED dimmer for wireless dimming of 12-24V  
LED lights (max. 75 Watt)
-  Can easily be installed between a 12-24V DC LED driver  

and 12-24V LED lights (constant voltage)
- Suitable for all kinds of dimmable 12-24V LED lights

MINI BUILD-IN DIMMER
RECEIVER AWMD-250 

 71096 
Mini build-in dimmer for wireless dimming of all kinds of 
dimmable lights (max. 250 Watt) and dimmable ESL/LED  
(max. 24 Watt)
-  Can easily be installed behind an existing single wall switch
-   Suitable for dimming all kinds of dimmable lights 
  (max. 250 Watt) and dimmable ESL/LED (max. 24 Watt)
- Original wall switch can still be used

MINI BUILD-IN SWITCH 
RECEIVER AWMR-230 

 71035 
Mini build-in switch for wireless switching of lights 
(max. 230 Watt)
-  Can easily be installed behind an existing single wall switch
- Original wall switch can still be used
-  Works with incandescent and halogen lights up to 230 Watt

MINI BUILD-IN DIMMER
RECEIVER AWMR-210 

 71009 
Mini build-in dimmer for wireless dimming of incandescent 
and halogen lights (max. 210 Watt)
-  Can easily be installed behind an existing single wall switch
- Original wall switch can still be used
-  Works with incandescent and halogen lights up to 210 Watt

MINI BUILD-IN SWITCH 
RECEIVER AWMR-300 

 71104 
Mini build-in switch for wireless switching of lights 
(max. 300 Watt)
-  Can easily be installed behind an existing single wall switch
-  Can switch LED and ESL (max. 120 Watt) and incandescent and 

halogen lights (max. 300 Watt)
- Original wall switch can still be used

RECEIVERS
NO STRINGS ATTACHED
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SPLASHPROOF JUNCTION BOX
RECEIVER OWH-001

 71051 
Splash proof junction box for easy outdoor installation  
of ACM-100, ACM-300, ACM-1000 or ASUN-650
- Can be placed anywhere outdoors
- Easy connection for earth wire
- IP44 Splash proof

SPLASHPROOF JUNCTION BOX
RECEIVER OWH-003 

 71111
Splash proof outdoor housing for easy outdoor installation 
of AWST-8800 or AWST-8802
- Can be placed anywhere outdoors
- Easy to install with included screws
- Firm construction
- IP44 Splash proof

WIRELESS DOORBELL CHIME
RECEIVER ACDB-7000C 

 71087 
Wireless doorbell chime with 5 different melodies,  
4 volume levels and LED indicator
-  Can easily be placed in any indoor socket
-  Possible to assign different melodies to different transmitters
-  Led indicator that clearly indicates when the doorbell is 

activated

WIRELESS DOORBELL CHIME
RECEIVER ACDB-6600C 

 71081 
Portable wireless doorbell chime with 5 different melodies,  
4 volume levels and LED indicator
-  Can easily be taken with you, even to the garden
-  Possible to assign different melodies to different transmitters
-  Led indicator that clearly indicates when the doorbell is 

activated
- Long battery life (battery not included)

RECEIVERS
NO STRINGS ATTACHEDNO STRINGS ATTACHED

SCREEN SWITCH
RECEIVER ASUN-650 

 71017 
Switch for wireless control of electric shutters, screens,  
sun blinds, curtains etc.
-  Works with all electric motors up to 500 Watt
-  Can be used for wireless control of shutters, screens,  

sun blinds, curtains etc.

SPLASHPROOF JUNCTION BOX
RECEIVER OWH-002 

 71050 
Splash proof junction box for easy outdoor installation 
of ACM-3500-3
- Can be placed anywhere outdoors
- Easy connection for earth wire
- IP44 Splash proof
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SETS
THE PERFECT COMBINATIONS

Create your own 

wireless system by 

combining transmitters  

and receivers.  

Of course you can also start by 

selecting one of the sets. Sets are 

recognized by their orange 

package. 
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WIRELESS SWITCHING SET
SET APA3-1500R 

 71066 
Starter set with remote control and three mains socket switches 
for wireless control of lights/devices (max. 1500 Watt)
- Can be placed in any indoor mains socket
- Control up to 3 lights/devices independently
- Works with all lights/devices up to 1500 Watt

*

*All plugs are also available as: 
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SETS
SET THE STANDARD
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WIRELESS DIMMING SET
SET AC2-200R

 71094 
Set wireless dimming with remote control and two indoor 
mains socket dimmers for wireless dimming of all kinds  
of dimmable lights (max. 200 Watt)
-  Can be placed in any indoor mains socket
-  Suitable for dimming all kinds of dimmable lights  

(max. 200 Watt)
-  Control up to 16 lights/devices independently
-  Control multiple lights/devices with one button
-  Remote control with long battery life (battery included)

WIRELESS SWITCHING SET
SET AC3-1000R

 71004 
Set for wireless switching with remote control and three  
mains socket switches for wireless switching of lights/devices  
(max. 1000 Watt)
-  Control up to 16 lights/devices independently
-  Control multiple lights/devices with one button
-  Works with all lights/devices up to 1000 Watt
-  Long battery life (battery included)
-  Transmission range up to 30 meters

*All plugs are also available as: 
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WIRELESS SWITCHING SET
SET AGDR2-3500R 

 71038 

Set with remote control and two outdoor mains socket switches for 
wireless control of outdoor lights/devices (max. 3500 Watt)
- Control up to 2 or more outdoor lights/devices independently
- Control multiple outdoor lights/devices with one button
- Works with all outdoor lights/devices up to 3500 Watt
- Long battery life (battery included)
- IP44 Splash proof

SETS
SET TO GO
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WIRELESS DIMMABLE LED BULBS & REMOTE CONTROL 
SET ALED2-2709R

 71146 

Two wireless dimmable LED Bulbs which can be directly controlled wirelessly with the remote control 
included
-  Control & dim the LED bulbs wirelessly with any Trust Smart Home wireless wall switch, remote control, etc. 

;     no additional equipment needed
- Magnetic wall mount to use the remote control as a wall switch/dimmer
-  Control up to 4 lights/devices independently with the included remote control, or as a group
- Wide dimming range from 10 to 100%
- Easy to install: screw the bulbs in an existing E27 lamp fixture
-  Also possible to control the bulbs with your tablet and smartphone by using a Trust Smart Home control 

station (ICS-1000 or ICS-2000)
- High light intensity of 806 lumen (9 Watt power equals 60 Watt traditional bulb)
*No control station required

SETS
LIGHT CONTROL MADE EASY

UNIQUE 

CAN BE 

DIRECTLY* 

CONTROLLED 

WIRELESSLY
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WIRELESS DOORBELL WITH PORTABLE CHIME 
SET ACDB-6600AC 

 71083 

Set of wireless doorbell and portable chime with 5 different 
melodies, 4 volume levels and LED indicator
-  Doorbell can easily be placed anywhere with included double 

sided tape or screws
-  Chime can easily be taken with you, even to the garden
-  Possible to assign different melodies to different transmitters
-  Led indicator that clearly indicates when the doorbell is 

activated

WIRELESS DOORBELL WITH PLUGIN CHI-
ME
SET ACDB-7000AC 

 71085 

Set of wireless doorbell and plugin chime with 5 different 
melodies, 4 volume levels and LED indicator
-  Doorbell can easily be placed anywhere with included 

double sided tape or screws
-  Chime can easily be placed in any indoor mains socket
-  Possible to assign different melodies to different 

transmitters
-  Led indicator that clearly indicates when the chime is 

activated

WIRELESS DOORBELL CHIME WITH  
BUILD-IN TRANSMITTER
SET ACDB-7000BC 

 71086 

Set of wireless transmitter and doorbell chime with 5 
different melodies, 4 volume levels and LED indicator
-  Chime can easily be placed in any indoor socket
-  The included build-in transmitter allows to activate the 

chime with an existing doorbell
-  Possible to assign different melodies to different 

transmitters
-   Led indicator that clearly indicates when the chime is 

activated

SETS
DOORBELL MADE PORTABLELIGHT CONTROL MADE EASY
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ALERT
SAFETY FIRST

The alert system can be 

used autonomously or in 

combination with the ICS-2000. 

Once combined with the ICS-2000 

you can use the app to arm / disarm 

the alert system and receive a push 

notification when one of the 

sensors is triggered.
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UNIQUE 

CAN BE USED WITH 

OR WITHOUT  

SMARTPHONE/

TABLET*

WIRELESS SECURITY SYSTEM
ALERT ALSET-2000 

 71116 
Complete set to protect your home from unwanted visitors
-  The included sensors alert you, via the loud siren, when a 

door or window is opened or when motion is detected
- The remote control can easily arm/disarm your alarm 
system
-  You can simply add more sensors and/or remote controls 

if desired (max. 16 devices can be used in combination 
with  
the siren)

-  *By combining this kit with the ICS-2000, you can also arm/

disarm your alarm via your tablet/smartphone and receive 
push notifications when you are not at home

-  Long battery life and battery low indication to make sure  
the system always works

-  The siren can be placed at any indoor or outdoor location  
(IP 44 water resistant)

-  Anti-tamper system: the siren will be activated when any 
sensor is removed or opened

- No payment of monthly fees required
- Easy to install; no need to call an electrician

WIFI IP CAMERA WITH NIGHT VISION
IPCAM-2000 
 71119 

- High-definition image quality with night vision
- Watch and record camera video on your smartphone/tablet
- Place the camera anywhere in your home; connects to your Wifi 
network
- Wide angle lens for an optimal view
- Multilingual user-friendly App available for iOS and Android
- Simple installation by following the steps in the App

- Record video clips on your Micro SD card (Max 64GB)*
-  Get notifications on your smartphone/tablet when the 

camera detects movement
-  Stand with mounting holes for easy placement on a surface    

or attachment to the wall
* Micro SD card not included
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CAN BE USED WITH OR WITHOUT SMARTPHONE/TABLET

ALERT
KEEPING YOUR HOME SAFE

WIRELESS SIREN
ALERT ALSIR-2000 

 71112 
Siren for Wireless Security System
-  The siren will produce a loud sound (100 Decibel) when  

any of the connected sensors is triggered
-  The wireless siren can be placed at any indoor or outdoor 

location (IP44 water resistant)
-  Long battery life and battery low indication to make sure  

the system always works
-  Secure 2-way communication at 868 Mhz (no WiFi interference) 

with an indoor range up to 70 meter and outdoor range  
up to 120 meter

-  You can add multiple sensors and/or remote controls as desired 
(max. 16 devices can be used in combination with the siren)

-  The siren constantly checks the connected wireless sensors  
to make sure your home remains secure

MAGNETIC CONTACT SENSOR
ALERT ALMST-2000 

 71113 
Wireless magnetic door/window sensor to alert you or your 
neighborhood when a door or window is opened
-  The magnetic contact sensor can be placed at any door  

or window
-  Long battery life and battery low indication to make sure  

the system always works
-  Secure 2-way communication at 868 Mhz (no WiFi 

interference) with an indoor range up to 70 meter  
and outdoor range up to 120 meter

REMOTE CONTROL
ALERT ALKCT-2000 

 71115 
Wireless remote control to arm/disarm your alarm system
-  Long battery life and battery low indication to make sure  

the system always works
-  Secure 2-way communication at 868 Mhz (no WiFi 

interference) with an indoor range up to 70 meter  
and outdoor range up to 120 meter

-  Next to this remote control, you can also arm/disarm your 
alarm via your tablet and/or smartphone thanks to the  
ICS-2000

- Including keychain cord

WIRELESS INFRARED SENSOR
ALERT ALMDT-2000 

 71114 
Wireless motion sensor to alert you or your neighborhood 
when motion is detected
-  The motion sensor can be placed at any indoor and 

outdoor location (IP44 water resistant)
-  Long battery life and battery low indication to make sure  

the system always works
-  Secure 2-way communication at 868 Mhz (no WiFi 

interference) with an indoor range up to 70 meter  
and outdoor range up to 120 meter

-  Anti-tamper system: the siren will be activated when  
the sensor is removed or opened
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COMPLETE ALERT SYSTEM
CAN BE USED WITH OR WITHOUT SMARTPHONE/TABLET

Alarm will be activated if one
of the sensors is triggered

Sensor activates siren when movement/motion is detected

Arm/Disarm 
alarm system

OPTIONAL

Arm
/disarm

 alarm
 system

Siren sends signal when activt
ed

FOR SIMPLE AND ADVANCED USE
The alert system can be used independently or in combination with the Octopus Control Station, for control by smartphone/ tablet. 
This offers advanced functionality, like push notifications, remote arm/disarm, alarm status and more.

ALARM ACTIVATED!

CANCELDETAILS

Arm/disarm alarm system

           Push notification when siren is 
activated
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